#12 Scarf for Seahawk Fans
Designed by Anna-Beth at our Northgate store

How to Make
1. Trace the white part of the
12 (see next page) onto
your template plastic.

3. Lightly spray one side of
your lime fleece with adhesive. Carefully layer your
navy fleece on top.
4. Trim off one long edge
as little as possible so the
edges are aligned perfectly.
Do the same on the other
side. Trim the short edges
a bit too, so you now have
a two-sided piece about
11" x 59".

Get your 12 on and stay
warm at the same time!

What You’ll Need
• 1/3 yd each fleece in navy
and lime
• Thread to match both
• A sheet of template plastic
• Scissors with a sharp point
• Pen-style chalk marker
• Temporary spray adhesive,
such as 505 spray
• Rotary cutter, mat and ruler
• Sewing machine with walking
foot or dual feed
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2. Carefully cut it out so it can
be used as a template.

5. Cut a long 2"-wide strip
off the side. Cut it into
6" lengths, then cut each
length into 1/2" fringe,
leaving the top 1/2" uncut
to hold it together.

6. Load your sewing machine
with lime thread in the
bobbin, navy on the top.
Sew your fringe pieces
together along the uncut
edge so you have a length
of fringe approximately 18"
long. Cut in half for two 9"
lengths.

7. Insert the fringe between
the layers of one short
edge with the lime side of
the fringe showing on the
navy side of the scarf. Sew
across that end, catching
the fringe in between your
layers. When you reach the
corner, turn and continue
stitching along the long
edge. Repeat fringe on
other short edge and continue stitching along the
other long edge. Your scarf
is now whole and ready for
the 12!

8. Center your template on
the end of your scarf, navy
side up.

9. Use your chalk marker to
trace the 12.

11. Take your sharp scissors
and CAREFULLY poke
through only the navy
fleece inside the numbers.

12. With great care not to cut
through the lime fleece,
trim away the navy numbers as close as possible
to your stitching. Also be
careful not to cut through
your stitching!

10. Shorten your stitch length
slightly and carefully stitch
just on the outside of your
chalk markings.

13. Pick away all the lint and
toss in the laundry to wash
away the remaining spray
adhesive.
Wear with pride!

